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Abstract

This paper concerns processing of genomes of arti�cial (computer-simulated) organ-
isms. Of special interest is the process of translation of genotypes into phenotypes, and
utilizing the mapping information obtained during such translation. If there exists more
than one genetic encoding in a single arti�cial life model, then the translation may also
occur between di�erent encodings. The obtained mapping information allows to present
genes-phenes relationships visually and interactively to a person, in order to increase
understanding of the genotype-to-phenotype translation process and genetic encoding
properties. As the mapping associates parts of the source sequence with the translated
destination, it may be also used to trace genes, phenes, and their relationships during
simulated evolution.

A mappings composition procedure is formally described, and a simple method of
visual mapping presentation is established. Finally, advanced visualizations of gene-
phene relationships are demonstrated as practical examples of introduced techniques.
These visualizations concern genotypes expressed in various encodings, including an
encoding which exhibits polygenic and pleiotropic properties.
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1 Introduction

Creating models of real organisms serves various purposes. Such arti�cial models may focus
on individual organisms, genetics, environment, species, populations, �tness, etc. In the
�elds of evolutionary computation and optimization, an individual organism corresponds to a
single solution, and a genotype is often equivalent to a phenotype. Thus it is very important
to design e�cient representations of individuals, and appropriate genetic operators which
modify these representations (see for example [3]). The representation (called also encoding)
is signi�cant because it determines the space of all possible solutions, and in�uences the
genotype-phenotype-�tness relationship. Therefore it immediately concerns the e�ectiveness
of simulated evolutionary process, and the quality of obtained best solutions.

In the simplest case, the representation re�ects directly all parts of a simulated individual.
But even in this case, there are often a few possibilities to choose from. Apart from those,
there is a wide range of choices of more complex representations, required particularly for
complex tasks where solutions (phenotypes) cannot be directly encoded into genotypes. In
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nature, the situation is di�erent � there is a single, very complex genetic representation: the
DNA sequence (see [19] for a comparison of arti�cial and real organisms and their genetics).

In the �eld of Arti�cial Life, many evolutionary computation models are used in a more
realistic (biologically plausible) setting. The freedom in designing and using various genetic
encodings allows researchers to compare them and study their properties in a single simulation
model [28, 6, 15, 20]. If many genetic encodings exist in a single simulation model, then each
of them must be capable of expressing phenotypes in that model. This situation raises the
problem of mapping genes into phenes (mapping of genotype parts responsible for creation
of phenotype parts). Such a mapping provides answers to two complementary kinds of
questions:

• which genes in�uence (or are responsible for creating/growing) a given set of phenes?

• what phenes were in�uenced (created) by a given set of genes?

Arti�cial Life o�ers yet another possibility: not only multiple genetic encodings can be de-
signed, but they can form a hierarchy, so that a higher-level encoding has di�erent properties
than a lower-level one. The simplest case is when a genome in some encoding f1 is translated
into a sequence in another encoding f0, which is then transformed into a phenotype. Thus
we have two mappings, each of them providing information about a relation between parts
of source and destination encodings. To answer questions about the f1↔phenotype relation,
the two mappings must be appropriately composed to propagate the information they hold.
In the general case, this hierarchy of encodings may be much more complex, for example it
may be similar to the existence of many stages of the DNA-to-phenotype translation process.
A similar mapping approach in biology is an alignment of proteins to nucleotide sequences
(i.e. two �states� in the information processing chain), using for example BLAST tools [2].

The mapping information can be primarily used for two purposes:

• tracing genes in genotypes [27], phenes in individual organisms, and gene-phene rela-
tionships during evolution. This is important for analyses of evolutionary dynamics and
identifying changes in gene pools, species and populations in subsequent generations [4],

• providing (visual) information about the organism genes-phenes relationship for human
researchers and users. This increases understanding of mechanisms behind a genetic
encoding, reveals its properties, and supports humans in manually designing (editing)
arti�cial genotypes, in improving them and in �xing problems on the genetic level.

1.1 Genetics in Arti�cial Life systems

The genetic mapping in arti�cial life models is well known, but it is yet to be explored
and understood in natural organisms, where genomes are much bigger and more complex,
and many genes are epistatic. Another feature typical to most arti�cial life systems is the
characteristics of genotype-phenotype mappings, which causes genomes to often vary greatly
in size, depending on the phenotype size (number of phenes).

A large amount of work has been carried out to design good genetic representations,
mainly in terms of �tness of evolved phenotypes. The range of these representations is
wide, and includes approaches dedicated for optimization of control systems (brains) alone
(which is traditionally the domain of Arti�cial Intelligence) [16, 22, 14, 17, 7, 10], designs
(bodies, morphologies) alone [13, 5, 9, 12, 23, 25], and both brains and bodies at the same
time [26, 11, 8, 1, 24, 20, 21]. However, comparing such representations is di�cult because not
only genetic encodings are di�erent, but also the simulation models vary. When the encodings
concern di�erent phenetic models, comparing them is virtually impossible. Another aspect is
that the comparison itself can be performed using many criteria, like �tness values, qualitative
nature of solutions, their simplicity, understandability, etc.

Some researchers tried to systematize and compare arti�cial genetic encodings in a single
phenetic model [28, 6, 20, 15]. This allows to test their performance in the same environ-
ment, and thus focus on the characteristics of the encodings (features like their complexity,
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constraints, support for modularity, body symmetry, compression, redundancy, etc.). In
this paper, many genetic encodings also concern a single phenetic model. The Framsticks
model [18] is presented as an example, although ideas expressed here are general and can be
applied to most arti�cial life genetics models.

If there exist many genetic encodings and translation procedures, then the corresponding
graph may be constructed. Fig. 1 presents such a sample mapping graph, where genetic
encodings constitute nodes, and directed arcs are translation (mapping) procedures. There is
a di�erence between terms translation and mapping. Translation is the process of conversion
of a source encoding into a destination encoding (the argument of the translation procedure
is always a speci�c sequence). A mapping is the information about the relationships between
parts of source and destination sequences, or it is the process of obtaining/providing this
information during translation. In the sample graph shown in Fig. 1, f0 is a base encoding
which directly describes all parts of a phenotype (thus there is an explicit mapping between
f0 and its phenotype). f1 and f4 are two higher-level encodings. The dashed arc between f4
and f1 represents a possibility of approximate translation (for example, a translation which
loses some information). fTest is another encoding which can be translated into f1.

f0

fTest

f4

f1

phenotype

fNew

Figure 1: A sample genetic encoding translation (mapping) graph.

The fNew encoding illustrates a situation of adding a new encoding to the mapping graph.
The fNew designer might for example provide not only two translation procedures (to f4 and
f0 ), but also two alternative ways of translating fNew to f0, one of them approximate (shown
as a dashed line). The fNew encoding might for example de�ne genotypes as sequences
composed of the ATGC letters.

Note that if there exist multiple paths from the source encoding to the destination, then
the resulting destination sequences may di�er for each path.

2 Genetic mappings

A mapping describes dependencies between individual parts of the source and destination
sequences1. For clarity and simplicity of presentation, we assume that a basic part of a
sequence is a single character. Thus the source sequence X and destination sequence Y are
strings of numbered characters (signs). The string lengths are m and n, respectively. The

1Some encodings may make the mapping information useless. This is the case when it is impossible to tell
which part of the destination sequence originated from any given region in the source genome (e.g. because
every character in the source in�uences the whole destination).
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mapping is the relation R on sets X = {1, 2, ..,m} and Y = {1, 2, .., n}, so it is the subset of
the Cartesian product X × Y .

(x, y) ∈ R⇔
{

the destination character at position y originates from
(is in�uenced by) the source character at position x

Consider a simple example: a translation procedure which replaces every digit-char pair in
the source sequence (its encoding called fTest) into a number of identical characters in the f1
encoding (i.e. a3LX into aLLLX). A more complex fTest sequence aX3fXr2X is translated
into f1 sequence aXfffXrXX, and for this translation we have

m = 8

n = 9

X = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}
Y = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}
R = {(1, 1), (2, 2), (3, 3), (3, 4), (3, 5), (4, 3), (4, 4), . . .}

or, using the shorter form which groups sequence characters when possible ([source
chars]→ [corresponding destination chars]):

R = {[1]→ [1], [2]→ [2], [3-4]→ [3-5], [5]→ [6], [6]→ [7], [7-8]→ [8-9]}

The mapping information can always be used both ways, i.e. to �nd the subset of Y
for the given subset of X, and vice versa. Fig. 2a illustrates the way of presentation of the
input-output mapping, where rows correspond to input characters, and columns � to output
characters. Fig. 2b depicts the relation R for the above example.

output

i

n

p

u

t

(m
apping)

aXfffXrXX

a : a........

X : .X.......

3f : ..fff....

X : .....X...

r : ......r..

2X : .......XX

fTest f1®

(a) (b)

Figure 2: (a) Input-output mapping presentation. (b) Sample mapping.

The translation procedures and their mappings may di�er strongly. The mapping fTest→f1,
as de�ned above, was extremely simple. However, the translation process may be more com-
plex, as it is the case with the f4→f0 translation. The f4 encoding describes an organism by
specifying its developmental process rather than its �nal form. The encoding models a set
of interacting phenotypic parts which execute actions speci�ed by the genotype. Phenotypes
are built by passing through a developmental phase. A developing organism consists of a set
of interconnected cells, which can be undi�erentiated or di�erentiated. Cells execute genetic
codes which alter their properties, or create new cells through division. After a division, the
newly created cells execute di�erent codes (they di�erentiate). Development of a phenotype
starts out as a single undi�erentiated cell. As new cells are created, they follow their instruc-
tion in parallel. Development halts when all cells mature. The f4 encoding includes also a
repetition gene � see [20] for details.
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2.1 Genotype to phenotype mapping

Although the notation introduced so far concerns mapping a sequence into a corresponding
sequence expressed in another encoding, it can also be used to map a genotype sequence into
its phenotype. The mapping will then hold the information about related genes and phenes
� that is, how the organism is constructed.

The phenotype is usually made of a number of objects of di�erent types. Thus the Y
set can be treated as the set of these uniquely numbered (labeled) objects. For example, in
Framsticks, there are four types of phenotype objects [18, 21]: parts, joints, neurons, and
neural connections (neural connections are not considered here for simplicity). Fig. 3 presents
a mapping of f1 genotype cX[|1:1]X[G] into the corresponding phenotype which contains
3 parts, 2 joints and 3 neurons.

Parts     Joints    Neurons

012345678901234567890123456789

c : ..............................

X : 01........0...................

[ : ....................0.........

| : ....................01........

1:1] : ....................0.........

X : ..2........1..................

[G] : ......................2.......

f1 phenotype®

Figure 3: A sample genotype-to-phenotype mapping.

2.2 Composition of mappings

In cases when an encoding is not transformed directly into a phenotype, there is a need
of composition of mappings. It is also needed in the previous example (Fig. 3), where we
transformed an f1 genotype into the phenotype. The intermediate encoding was f0 (see also
Fig. 1 on page 3). In this case, two mappings are used: f1→f0 and f0→phenotype. To
obtain the f1→phenotype mapping, these two mappings must be composed. In general, the
composition process concerns all intermediate mappings on the source-destination sequence
translation path.

To compose two mappings R1 and R2, we need

X − source encoding sequence

Y − intermediate encoding sequence

Z − destination encoding sequence

R1 ⊂ X × Y

R2 ⊂ Y × Z

The �nal mapping R ⊂ X × Z, which is the composition of R1 and R2, is computed as

(x, z) ∈ R ⇔ ∃y∈Y ((x, y) ∈ R1 ∧ (y, z) ∈ R2)
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XXX[G:1]

3X : XXX.....

[ : ...[....

G : ....G...

: : .....:..

1 : ......1.

] : .......]

fTest f1®

Parts     Joints    Neurons

012345678901234567890123456789

p:  : 0.............................

p:1, m=2  : .1............................

p:2, m=2  : ..2...........................

p:3  : ...3..........................

j:0, 1, dx=1  : ..........0...................

j:1, 2, dx=1  : ...........1..................

j:2, 3, dx=1  : ............2.................

n:p=3  : ....................0.........

n:j=2, d=G  : .....................1........

c:0, 1  : ....................0.........

f0 phenotype®

p: p:1, m=2 p:2, m=2 p:3 j:0, 1, dx=1 j:1, 2, dx=1 j:2, 3, dx=1 n:p=3 n:j=2, d=G c:0, 1

X : p: p:1, m=2 .............j:0, 1, dx=1 ..................................................

X : ............p:2, m=2 .................j:1, 2, dx=1 .....................................

X : .....................p:3 ..........................j:2, 3, dx=1 ........................

[ : ................................................................n:p=3 ...........c:0, 1

G:1 : ................................................................n:p=3 n:j=2, d=G c:0, 1

] : ................................................................n:p=3 ...........c:0, 1

f1 f0®

Figure 4: The three mapping steps: fTest→f1, f1→f0, f0→phenotype.

3 Illustrative examples

3.1 Composition of mappings

Fig. 4 illustrates three successive steps during transformation of fTest genotype c3X[G:1]

into the corresponding phenotype. Note how the f1 fragment [G:1] is mapped into the f0
encoding.

The composition of these three mappings (fTest→f1, f1→f0, f0→phenotype) produces the
�nal result shown in Fig. 5, where the relation between individual fTest genes and phenotype
morphology is displayed.

Parts     Joints    Neurons

012345678901234567890123456789

3X : 0123......012.................

[ : ....................0.........

G:1 : ....................01........

] : ....................0.........

fTest phenotype

(fTest f1 f0 phenotype)

®

® ® ®

Figure 5: The �nal fTest→phenotype mapping.

3.2 Visualization of genes activity and the genes↔phenes relation-

ship

The mechanisms described in previous sections can be applied to visually present the genes↔phenes
relationship. Fig. 6 on the next page concerns a simple f1 genotype. The left picture
shows highlighted parts of the phenotype which correspond to the user-selected fragment
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X(X, X(X,X(X,X)))RR X X X(X, X( ,X(X, )))RR

(a) (b)

Figure 6: A simple mapping between a f1 genotype and the corresponding phenotype. (a)
User selected a part of the genotype, corresponding phenes are highlighted. (b) User high-
lighted some parts of the body, corresponding genes are underlined.

(, ( X : , : : , : : ,, X    : ( X : ( X : ,
X : , : ), X : ( X : : , X : ), X : ,

: ( X : , X : ), X : ( X : , X : ), X : ( X
: , X : , : ), X : ( X : : , X : ),

X : , : ( X : , X : ), X : , : ( X
: , X : )) ,, X : , : ))

LFMW LL rr a rr RLL
LLiqw rrfM LLcM LLf rr

F LLcf LL rr F LL LL rr F LLw
LL rrw LLFi LLQ

rr f rLLMM LL rrQ LL
LL LL

[ 1 3.455 0 1.453][ 1 -509.744 -1 1.033][ 9 -1] [ 2.834] [ 0.827] [ 9 -1]
[ 93.351 -1 727.177] [ 1] [ 0 2.095][ 8 -1] [ 7 1] [ 1.151

-1 1.629] [ 8 -0.859] [ 7 1.482] [ 3.254] [ 9 -2.621] [ 8 0.783] [ 1]
[ 9 -1] [ 1 1.221 -1 -3.208] [ 1.052] [ 1 1.601] [ -20 -0.665] [ 1.000]

[ 0.757 -1 -2.644] [ -21 -1.377] [ -22 0.984] [ 0.887 -1 0.750]
[ -0.930] [ -22 2.345] [ -19 -4.840 -1 -0.757]

| | @ G |
@G G @ | | G

| | G | | G
| | G @ |

G | | G
|G | |

/

!

Figure 7: Highlighted body and brain parts for the user-selected genotype fragment.

of the genotype. The right picture shows underlined genes which correspond to the user-
selected parts of the phenotype. To achieve such functionality, the two mappings: f1→f0
and f0→phenotype must have been computed for the f1 genotype X(X,RRX(X,X(X,X))) �
and then composed.

Fig. 7 presents a more complex genotype of a creature whose body was designed by a
human, and the neural network brain was evolved. Corresponding phenes are highlighted for
the user-selected genes.

Fig. 8 on the next page is analogous to Fig. 6, but it concerns a more complex, develop-
mental genetic encoding, f4 [20]. To achieve such functionality, the two mappings: f4→f0
and f0→phenotype must have been computed for the presented f4 genotype, and then com-
posed. Note how a continuous fragment of a genotype in�uences separate phenes (pleiotropy,
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Figure 8: A mapping between an f4 genotype and the corresponding phenotype. Left: user
selected a part of the genotype. Right: user selected a part of the body.

on the left picture), and how a single part of a phenotype can be in�uenced by many distant
genes (polygeny, on the right picture).

Finally, Fig. 9 on the next page illustrates some interesting situations for the f4 genotypes,
where a single, small genotype fragment in�uences many distinct parts of the phenotype
(pleiotropy).

4 Conclusions

This article concerned the mechanisms of processing arti�cial genomes, including translation
between multiple genetic encodings and mapping of related genes between pairs of encodings.
The ideas presented in this paper can be applied to most genetics models. Genetic mappings
were described in detail, including the formal view, possible applications, and some practical
examples. The phenotype, which is the last stage of the translation chain, was also considered.
In the presented approach, the phenotype is handled just like each of the genetic encodings,
which simpli�es both the formal considerations and their application.

A simple method for visual presentation of mappings was introduced, and advanced visu-
alizations of gene-phene relationships were shown to illustrate practically translation, map-
ping, and mappings composition. In a computer software, these operations can be performed
interactively. The visual examples shown in Sect. 3.2 are merely static snapshots, therefore
the reader is encouraged to download the Framsticks GUI (Graphical User Interface) and
experiment with these procedures [21].

In the computer program, it is possible to select parts of the phenotype and genotype to
get an instant visual feedback and understand their relationship. The user can also move
the cursor along the genotype to see which phenotype parts are in�uenced by the genotype
character under cursor. Another option available is to modify the genotype by adding,
deleting, or editing its parts while the corresponding phenotype is computed and displayed.
The software can be used to illustrate the phenomena described in this paper; the genotypes
used in Sect. 3.2 are available within the Framsticks distribution �les2. The program source
code which implements the mechanisms described in Sect. 2 is available in the SDK package
[21].

The ideas presented in this paper allow for direct experiments with arti�cial genetic
encodings, increasing comprehension of the genotype-to-phenotype translation process and
properties of genetic encodings � including modularity, compression, redundancy, and many

2The name of the genotype shown in Fig. 7 on the preceding page is �Roller� (�le walking.gen). The name
of the genotype shown in Fig. 8 is �hp_4*.gen�. The names of genotypes shown in Fig. 9 on the following
page are �hp_5*.gen�, �hp_8*.gen�, and �h_3*.gen�. All genotypes except for the �Roller� are available in
the �le encoding_f4_best.gen, and they are all results of evolutionary optimization with �tness de�ned as
body height.
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Figure 9: Distinct phenes (highlighted) for a single gene (user-selected): sample pleiotropic
e�ects for the f4 encoding genotypes.

more. Genetic mappings can also be used together with mechanisms of tracing genes during
evolution [27, 4] in order to pursue the evolutionary history of phenes by investigating the
genetic history of the corresponding genes.
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